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Nature's Alchemy Essential Oils

For centuries, botanical essential oils - highly concentrated, aromatic oils found in herbs, flowers and trees - have been used to anoint
the body, ease the sting of a wound, assure a sound sleep, or turn a simple bath into a rejuvenating or relaxing experience. These feather
light, non-greasy oils can be dissolved in alcohol or mixed with other pure vegetable oils to become a unique part of our personal care regimen.
From religious ceremonies to beauty rituals, essential oils were an integral part of everyday life for our ancestors. The medieval Persian
physician Avicenna developed the distillation techniques for extracting these delicate, readily evaporating oils from plants.
Our experts at Nature's Alchemy delight in seeking out the rarest desert plants or most exotic tropic foliage to create a rich variety of essential
oils. So indulge in a perfumed lotion,try a scented oil massage, or rejuvenate with a refreshing bath. Your mind, body and spirit will thank you.

These 100% natural essential oils are meticulously extracted from plants by cold pressing or steam distillation using the same
techniques developed by the medieval Persian physician Avicenna. All Nature's Alchemy high-quality botanical oils are scientifically
tested for purity and contain no chemical solvents, added alcohol or other extenders. We feature high quality pure oils at competitive
prices. Nature's Alchemy Oils are all aromatherapy grade. Please note that we cannot recommend use of any oils internally. Follow the
guidance of your alternative health care practitioner in utilizing these fragrances.
Perfect for aromatherapy, baths, room fragrancing, personal fragance, potpourri, massage oil fragrancing or anywhere you would like to
have a wonderful fragrance. Our Product Line is available in 1/2 oz. size amber glass bottles. Several fragrances are also available in 2
oz. economy size.
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